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ABSTRACT  
 

In this study, a recent added member of the integral transform family the ‘Aboodh transform’ is coupled with the 
Adomian decomposition method to solve linear and nonlinear heat conduction equations in what we called the 
Aboodh decomposition method. The Aboodh decomposition method works perfectly for both the linear and 
nonlinear heat conduction problems considered, and the results obtained are in full covenant with what is obtained 
in the literature.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Heat conduction process has been a field of interest to engineers and many mathematicians for decades owing to its 
great applications industrially. Carslaw and Jaeger's book [1] discussed different heat conduction problems in 
different dimensions and situations. Nuruddeen and Zaman [2-3] solved heat conduction problems arising in 
circular cylinders. Polyanin et al [4] obtained the solutions of nonlinear steady and unsteady heat and mass-transfer 
problems using the method of generalized separation of variables. As a method, the Adomian decomposition 
method [5-6] is however found to be an efficient method for solving heat conduction problems in many situations. 
Ashfaque et al [7] used the Adomian decomposition method to determine the solution for nonlinear heat equations 
with temperature dependent thermal properties. Cheniguel and Ayadi [8] solved heat conduction problems via the 
use of Adomian decomposition method. Jebari et al [9] used the Adomian decomposition method to determine the 
solutions for nonlinear heat equations with exponential nonlinearities, while Ali [13] solved several boundary 
value problems with heat-like equations inclusive among others. Further, since the Adomian decomposition 
method [5-6] is found to be an efficient method for solving heat conduction problems, we now feel compelled to 
couple this same Adomian decomposition method with the recently introduced integral transform by Aboodh [10], 
the ‘Aboodh transform’ to handle linear and nonlinear heat conduction problems in what is known as Aboodh 
decomposition method. However, the compulsion is motivated by the successful use of the Aboodh transform to 
solve partial differential equations in [11] and also coupled with the homotopy perturbation method to solve fourth 
order parabolic partial differential equations with variable coefficients [12].  

 
ABOODH TRANSFORM 

The Aboodh transform of the functions of exponential order belonging to a class Α, where Α = �u(t): ∃ M, k�, k� >0 �. �. |�(�)| < � e���, if  t  ∈ (−1)" ×  [0, ∞)&  where u(t) is denoted by A[u(t)] = U(v) and defined as 

                          A��(�)& = 1+ , -�./  �(�)0�1
2 = 3(+)   + ∈  (4�, 4�).                                                                                   (1) 

Some properties of Aboodh transform are given in a table below 

1. A�1& = �.5                     2. A��6& = 6!.895 , : ≥ 0  

3. A�sin(>�)& = ?.(.5@?5)  4. A��6(�)& = +63(+) − ∑ BC(2).5D89C6��EF2  
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DERIVATION OF THE METHOD 
 

To present the Aboodh decomposition method, we consider the more general nonhomogeneous nonlinear partial 
differential equation                             G�(H, �) + J�(H, �) + K�(H, �) = ℎ(H, �)                                                                                                       (2) 
 
with the initial conditions                                    �(H, 0) = N(H),            �/(H, 0) = O(H)                                                                                              (3) 
 
where G is the second order linear differential operator with an inverse operator when existed as G��(. ) =Q Q (. )/2/2 0�0�, J is the remaining linear operator less than G, K�(H, �)  is the nonlinear operator and ℎ(H, �)  is the 
nonhomogeneous term. 
Now, on taking the Aboodh transform of equation (2) in ‘�’ we get                               R�G�(H, �)& + R�J�(H, �)& + R�K�(H, �)& = R�ℎ(H, �)&.                                                                        (4) 
  From the differentiation property of Aboodh transform, equation (4) becomes           +�R��(H, �)& − �(H, 0) − �. �/(H, 0) + R�J�(H, �)& + R�K�(H, �)& = R�ℎ(H, �)&                                            (5) 

which can be simplified as R��(H, �)& − �.5 �(H, 0) − �.U �/(H, 0) + �.5 R�J�(H, �)& + �.5 R�K�(H, �)& = �.5 R�ℎ(H, �)&                    (6) 

Now, replacing the unknown function �(H, �) by an infinite series of �V′� i.e.,                                                                   �(H, �) = ∑ �V(H, �),1VF2                                                                                            (7) 
and the nonlinear term by an infinite series of the Adomian polynomial RV′� given by                                         K�(H, �) = ∑ RV(�2, ��, ��, … ),1VF2       Z = 0,1,2, …,                                                                   (8) 
where                                               RV = �V! \]

\^] [_(∑ `a�a1aF2 )]^F2, Z = 0,1,2, …,                                                                       (9) 

Substituting equations (7) and (8) into equation (6) we obtain R�∑ �V(H, �)1VF2 & − �.5 �(H, 0) − �.U �/(H, 0) + �.5 (R�∑ J�V(H, �)1VF2 & + R�∑ RV(H, �)1VF2 &) =  �.5 R�ℎ(H, �)&   (10) 
 

Also, on substituting the initial conditions given in equation (3) we obtain R�∑ �V(H, �)1VF2 & = �.5 �(H, 0) + �.U �/(H, 0) + �.5 R�ℎ(H, �)& − �.5 (R�∑ J�V(H, �)1VF2 & + R�∑ RV(H, �)1VF2 &)    (11) 

Finally, on comparing both sides of equation (11) and thereafter taking the inverse Aboodh transform R��, we obtain 
the general solution given recursively by 

               b �2(H, �) = N(H) + �O(H) + R�� c �.5 R�ℎ(H, �)& d , : = 0
�6@�(H, �) = −R�� c �.5 R�J�6(H, �) + R6& d ,            : ≥ 0.e                                                                               (12) 

 
APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD 

 

We consider some heat conduction problems comprising of linear, heat-like and nonlinear heat conduction problems 
in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Aboodh decomposition method as follows 
 

Example One 
Consider the one dimensional heat equation given by �/ = �ff                      (13) 
with the initial condition  �(H, 0) = >-Ef ,                     (14) 
where > and 4 are constants. 
 

Now, on taking the Aboodh transform of both sides of equation (13), we obtain R��/& = R��ff&                (15) 
And on using the differentiation property we get +R��(H, �)& − �. �(H, 0) = R��ff&,                (16) 

which gives R��(H, �)& = �.5 �(H, 0) + �. R��ff&                  (17) 

Thus, on assuming the infinite series solution of the unknown function u(x, t) and then comparing both sides of 
equation, thereafter we take the inverse Aboodh transform; we get the general solution recursively as 

 

i �2(H, �) =   �(H, 0) ,                   : = 0�6@�(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj�6ffk d ,   : ≥ 0.e               (18) 
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We now determine the first few terms as follows �2(H, �) = >-Ef  ��(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj�2ffk d                                 = >4�-Ef  A��� �.U&  
                =  >4��-Ef, ��(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj��ffk d                  = >4l-EfA��� �.m&   
                = ?Em/5nCo

�! ,  �p(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj��ffk d                  = >4q-EfA��� �.r&   
                = ?Es/UnCo

p! ,  

and so on. Thus, on summing the above iterations up, the solution is given by �(H, �) = ∑ �6(H, �) = >-Ef + >4��-Ef + ?Em/5nCo
�!16F2 + ?Es/UnCo

p! + ⋯  

              = >-Ef u1 + (4��) + vE5/w5
�! + vE5/wU

p! + ⋯ x = >-E(f@E/).  
Example Two  
Consider the heat-like equation  �/ = �� H��ff                    (19) 

with the initial condition �(H, 0) = H�                  (20) 
From the above procedure, equation (19) has the general solution recursively given by 

 i �2(H, �) =   �(H, 0) ,                               : = 0�6@�(H, �) = R�� c�. R c�� H��6ffd d ,   : ≥ 0.e                (21) 

Thus, we get the first few terms are determined as follows �2(H, �) = H�  ��(H, �) = R�� c�. R c�� H��2ffd d                 
                =  A���f5

.U&  
                =  H��, ��(H, �) = R�� c�. R c�� H���ffd d  

                = A���f5
.m&   

                = f5/5
�! ,  �p(H, �) = R�� c�. R c�� H���ffd d  

                = A���f5
.r&   

                = f5/U
p! ,  

and so on. Thus, on summing the above iterations we get �(H, �) = ∑ �6(H, �) = H� + H�� + f5/5
�!16F2 + f5/U

p! + ⋯  

              = H� y1 + � + /5
�! + /U

p! + ⋯ z = H�-/ .  
Example Three 
Consider a two dimensional nonlinear heat equation  �/ + ��f = �ff                 (22) 
with the initial condition  �(H, 0) = 2H                 (23) 
From the procedure described above, equation (22) has the general solution 

 i �2(H, �) =   �(H, 0) ,                          : = 0�6@�(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj�6ff −  R6k d ,   : ≥ 0,e             (24) 

where R6′� are the Adomian polynomials of the nonlinear term given some few terms as                         R2 = �2�2o ,                R� = �2o�� + �2��o ,             R� = �2o�� + ��o�� + ��o�2 …    and so on. 
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Now, few terms of the solution are as follows �2(H, �) = 2H  ��(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj�2ff − R2k d                                 =  A����lf.U &  
                =  −4H�, ��(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj��ff − R�k d                  = A����qf.m &   
                = �qf/5

�! ,  �p(H, �) = R�� c�. Rj��ff − R�k d                  = A����l{f.r &   
                = �|qf/U

p! ,  

and so on. Summing the above iterations, we get the solution as �(H, �) = ∑ �6(H, �) = 2H − 4H� + �qf/5
�!16F2 − |qf/U

p! + ⋯                = 2H(1 + (−2�) + (−2�)� + (−2�)p + ⋯ )                = �f�@�/.   
CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the newly introduced integral transform to solve ordinary differential equations, partial differential 
equations and integral equations, the Aboodh transform is coupled with the celebrated decomposition method, the 
Adomian decomposition method in what we called the ‘Aboodh decomposition method’ to solve both linear and 
nonlinear heat conduction problems arising in science and engineering processes. The coupling works fine and 
yields remarkable exact solutions for the linear and nonlinear heat conduction problems considered, and the 
solutions obtained agree with the existing exact solutions that are available in the literature. 
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